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Abstract
This note is a concise theoretical summary of the first session on new
physics searches at the high-intensity frontier of the IFAE2017 Conference.
Recent theoretical developments related to muonic lepton-flavour violation
and g − 2 are reviewed.
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Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics with its most accurate description of
fundamental interactions represents one of the greatest intellectual achievements
of humankind. However, it does not satisfactorily explain the origin of matter, the
nature of neutrino oscillations, the observation of dark matter and dark energy,
and it does not accommodate gravity. Consequently, the SM is commonly ac-
cepted simply as a low-energy manifestation of an ultimate theory defined at the
Planck energy scale, which should incorporate solutions to these open problems.
The lack of evidence of any new physics (NP) signal from low- and high-energy
experiments suggests that such NP completion could either be weakly coupled to
the SM or much heavier than the electroweak (EW) symmetry-breaking scale (or
a combination of both circumstances).
The experimental high-intensity frontier represents a very promising place to
look for such NP scenarios: on the one hand, if beyond the SM (BSM) physics
is realised at higher scales, then it is possible to search for deviations from the
expected SM interactions (typically adopting an effective field theory (EFT) ap-
proach); on the other hand, lighter dark sectors can be investigated in searches
for invisible decays and displaced interaction points.
During the first session on NP searches at the high-intensity frontier of the
IFAE2017 Conference, the current [1] and future [2] experimental searches on
muonic lepton-flavour violation, the status of the Muon (g − 2) experiment [3],
the searches for invisible and/or exotic particles [4, 5, 6, 7] at BaBar [8], NA62 [9]
and PADME [10] were discussed. In what follows, we will focus on muonic
experiments and briefly review some literature on the topic.
Testing the muonic sector of the SM
Muonic lepton-flavour violation
To test efficiently for the presence of NP interactions, the experimental com-
munity has devoted a large effort to investigating processes that are forbid-
den/suppressed in the SM, due to the advantageous absence/suppression of back-
ground. One such promising study is the test of muonic lepton-flavour violating
(LFV) decays, e.g. µ → eγ [1], µ → 3e [11] and coherent µ → e conversion in
nuclei [12].
In addition, systematic efforts have also been devoted to understanding the
theoretical aspects related to the interpretation of the absence of charged LFV
(cLFV) signals in terms of limits on BSM physics. Background calculations
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were carried out for the so-called “radiative” [13, 14, 15] and “rare” [16, 17, 18]
decays, i.e. for the processes l → l′γ +2ν and l → 3l′ +2ν (or l → l′ +2l′′ +2ν),
respectively. Both these channels are important for the determination of the
limits on the branching ratios of the two cLFV processes l → l′γ and l→ 3l′ (or
l → l′ + 2l′′) because they provide an identical signal in the circumstance where
invisible energy tends to zero, especially in view of the new experimental plans
to improve the exploring power on these channels by MEG II [2] and Mu3e [19].
As for the phenomenological interpretation of the absence of a signal in terms
of limits on the parameter space of potential BSM scenarios, a systematic EFT
treatment was proposed [20, 21] and further developed with a particular focus on
the muonic coherent LFV transitions [22, 23].
The Muon g − 2 experiment
A vast theoretical literature exists on the muonic anomalous magnetic moment aµ
and the current tension of ∼ 3 standard deviations between the value obtained by
the E821 experiment performed at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [24] and
the theoretical prediction [25], and reviewing it in detail goes beyond the scope of
this note. Instead, the attention of the reader is brought to the latest contribu-
tions and new phenomenological developments. Concerning the former, we recall
that the relevant contributions can be classified in the following way [26]: quan-
tum electrodynamics contributions [27], EW contributions [28], hadronic light-
by-light leading [29] and next-to-leading [30] order contributions, and hadronic
vacuum polarisation leading [31], next-to-leading (see [29] for a detailed review)
and next-to-next-to-leading [32] order contributions.
Recently, a novel proposal [33, 34] suggested extracting the hadronic vacuum
polarisation from the contribution to the muonic g−2 by exploiting µe scattering.
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